
Serpil is a highly motivated learner at the lower pre-intermediate level. Originally from 

Turkey, she immigrated to the U.K. with her husband in 2007. The couple plans to stay in York 

indefinitely. Despite almost a decade in York, Serpil struggles to understand and produce basic 

conversational English. This is due in no small part to her social isolation. Self-described as 

“having no friends,” she stated in her interview that since she left her cafe job in August, the only 

person she talked to outside of class was her husband. Naturally, they communicate exclusively 

in Turkish. Her primary motivations for learning English are to get a new job, to make friends, 

and to integrate into British society. 

Serpil had no prior English study upon arrival in the U.K. In 2009 she began taking 

once-weekly community classes through the British Council and a children’s community center 

near her home. She’s taken these courses one and off since then and estimates she has spent 

about three years total in the classroom. This is her second time in York St. John CELTA course 

classes. Concurrently she is attending a  four hour once-weekly course through the British 

Council. She has excellent attendance and values both the instructional and social aspects of her 

courses.  

In class, Serpil is most relaxed and productive when working in small groups and pairs. 

Serpil’s favorite activity is writing, although she also enjoys music and song. She keeps a 

vocabulary notebook, in which she writes English-Turkish translations. Serpil takes correction 

well but admitted she used to “panic” over mistakes in the past. Her main aim is fluent, 

conversational English. She believes that better English is essential to expanding her social 

network, making lasting friendships, and finding employment in York. 



To rectify her /ɪ/ and /iː/ pronunciation problem, Serpil needs to first be able to discern 

the difference between them. Linda Lane’s Focus on Pronunciation provides a useful unit on 

these contrast sounds (Lane, 21). Serpil should start with exercises one through three since, 

currently, she is  unable to even hear the difference between them, let alone produce that 

difference consistently. This activity provides the receptive and productive repetition she needs 

in the context of simple words and phrases with which she is already familiar. Since Serpil’s 

primary goal is oral communication, mastery of these common phonemes is essential. 

Serpil has two main problems with the present progressive: 1. overuse of the tense, 

especially in place of present simple, and 2. omission of the helping verb “be” when forming the 

tense. Inappropriate use of the present progressive is a typical problem for Turkish L1 learners 

(Swan and Smith, 220). A controlled practice like exercise 2 from Straightforward (Kerr, 39) 

would help Serpil better understand use of the present progressive vs. the present. For practice 

forming the tense, I would try a pair work dictation exercise wherein Serpil describes a painting 

by Jan Steen using the present progressive (Scrivener, 120). Although Scrivener suggests using 

magazine photos, a seventeenth-century painting would exploit Serpil’s interest in fine art and 

history. Oral practice of the correct form and its pronunciation is directly applicable to her goal 

of more natural and intelligible oral production. 
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